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Always a way to break into one

Computers easy prey for more fraud
by John MeNicholas
There is really no way to stop someone
from duplicating the crimes for which an
SJSU student was arrested Friday, according to Paul Tsao, acting director of
Information Systems and Computing at
SJSU.
"There is always a way to break into a
computer," he said.
Han Shan S. Scott Anderson, an 18year-old freshman registered at SJSU
since September 1980, was arrested Friday
and booked on two felony charges: misuse
of a telephone and computer fraud.
He is accused of running up $7,000 in
telephone bills while using at least $25,000
worth of time on computers around the
state, country and orld.
Anderson, who registered under the
name Alroandukar A. Andersson, was
initially held on $5,000 bail. He was
released Friday night on his own
recognizance, according to the Santa
Clara County Sheriff’s Department.

He will be arraigned in "two or three
weeks," according to Lona Chan, deputy
clerk for the San Jose Municipal Court.
Chan said the arraignment date was not
yet available.
"It takes
an
exceptionally
knowledgeable person and exceptional
desire" to gain access to computers as
Anderson is accused of doing, Tsao said.
Anderson is suspected of "playing
games" with the equipment, according to
SJSU public relations officer Richard
Staley, but "There is no way to determine
what he did once he gained access to the
computer."
The computer telephone number, an
account number, and a password are all
needed to gain access, according to Tsao.
The phone number, though not
published, would be general knowledge
among those using the computer, he said,
and fairly easy to obtain.
However, in order to contact computers as far away at Sweden and the

Republic of China, as Anderson is
suspected of doing, the phones in the
Computer Center would have to be tampered with, Tsao said.
The fraud was uncovered through a
routine check of university phone billings.
Extensive charges were billed to a none- istent number in the Computer Center.
The phones there are all internal lines,
Tsao said, which normally can only be
used to call on-campus numbers.
"We don’t know it was done," Tsao
said. "Maybe the phone company knows,
but they don’t wish to share that with us.
"It would be easy to do, once you knew
how to do it," Tsao said, and it would then
be possible to call "anywhere in the
world."
An account number is assigned to each
computer user, Tsao said, and these account numbers can be obtained in a
variety of ways.
A computer run sheet with an account
number could be found in a wastebasket,

or could be read over somebody’s shoulder
directly off a terminal screen, he said.
"Passwords are much more difficult
to get," said Tsao. Each account holder
chooses a password, which must be given
to the computer in conjunction with the
account number.
There are one-and-a-half million
possible combinations of the six-character
password necessary to gain access to
SJSU’s time-sharing computer, and other
systems have as many or more, said Tsao.
The possibility of stumbling upon one at
random is quite small.
Tsao said the passwords may be
changed at random by the user to protect
the account. It would be possible to stand
behind someone and watch while they used
a password, Tsao said, but in some cases
the password "must have I been) found out
from students at the university" where the
computer was located.
"There is nothing we can do to prevent
them from giving their account number

Rise in dorm fees
due to vandalism
and inflated costs
by Doug Kelley
Like just about everything else,
dormitory fees are going up. There
seems to be some confusion about
how much the increase will be,
however.
According to a flyer posted in
dormitory buildings, the 19-meal
plan will cost 1981-82 dorm residents
$2,568 per academic year, or $458
more than last year Idouble occupancy).
The 15-meal plan will cost
residents $2,306 per year, or $426
more than 1980-81 fees.
The flyer does not mention what
the rate will be for single rooms, hut
in the past they have been $100 more
than rooms occupied by two people.
The flyer mentions the reasons
for the higher fees are "increased
utility costs, inflation in cost of most
goods and services, additional
security costs."
There is also a reminder on the
flyer that says "irresponsible
vandalism cost approximately $42
per student per year."

Neither Housing Director
Cordell Koland nor Auxiliary Enterprises director Bill Schooler were
available at press time to comment
on the in(’rease. A housing office
secretary said the figures probably
reflect what the rate will be next
year, but the proposed increase has
to clear one final hurdle, supposedly
on the chancellor’s office level.
Earlier this year, Koland said
the increase would be about 15
percent, but the published increase
shows a 22 percent rise in room and
board rates.
One factor in the increase is a
$55 charge that will fund refurbishing of the dormitories. The
charge is expected to generate
$194,000 annually.
In an interview several days
ago,
Tom
McGinley,
plant
operations director for Auxiliary
Enterprises, said vandalism was
going to be a factor in the ratesetting process. McGinley estimated
residence hall damage caused by
vandalism at about $70,000 per year.

Creativity stings Frances
Upchurch in Sweeney Hall.
Upchurch has a master’s
degree in dance and a
bachelor’s degree in art,
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’Lots of people are doing it’

Computer fraud is common
by Barbara Wyman
and Arlene Stenger
Staff and students familiar with
SJSU’s computer system were not

surprised to learn of Friday’s arrest
of Han Shan S. Scott Anderson.
Anderson,
an
undeclared
freshman at SJSU, allegedly ran up

Programs may fight for IRA funds
have to scramble for Instructionally
Related Activities (IRA) money
early next fall.
A.S. President Mike Medina,
chairman of the IRA fee advisory

IRA board member Mike Medina sees a real fight for IRA funds if
the AFI is declared illegal in an upcoming court battle

see FRAUD page 3

The artist
has
the floor

Court to determine legality of AFI

by Jeffrey R. Smith
If the Automatic Funding
Initiative is declared illegal in a
pending court fight, programs expecting funding from the AFI will

and password" to someone else, he said.
"We don’t want to serve as
policemen," he said, and the only way to
ensure against unauthorized use of a
computer is to check a user’s identification
against the account number he’s using,
"every minute of the day," Tsao said.
Planned improvements in the Computer Center next September will
eliminate the use of telephones, and
consequently prevent the telephonerelated abuses of which Anderson is accused, according to Tsao.
"It will be much more difficult to use
these terminals to contact other computers," he said .
The current system at SJSU incorporates four different computers. Two
are time-sharing computers, which can be
contacted by phone, and two are "batch
computers," said Tsao, which don’t allow
people to call in.

committee, said the passage of the
The IRA allocations made this
AFI gave the committee more than
semester are based on projected
enough money to go around.
enrollment which differs slightly
The committee, which advises
from actual enrollment.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton on
If AFI is found illegal, the
the allocation of the $5 per semester
committee may have to "duke it
IRA student fee, was able to inout" at this meeting to give money to
crease IRA funding for athletics by
programs like the Spartan Daily,
seven percent. Both men’s and
Medina said.
women’s athletics received $116,784.
The A.S. board of directors
The committee also allocated
discussed legal action with an A.S.$15,000 in accounting fees to the state
funded attorney during a closed
controller’s office, $13,750 to the
meeting last week. Board members
have refused to comment on the
Theatre Arts Department, $11,000 to
the Music Department, $4,000 each
possibility of pending litigation
to Reed Magazine and the SJSU against the initiative.
Forensics team, and $2,000 to Model
Medina said toe four student
United Nations.
members of the IRA committee
The Theatre Arts and Music
expected "a real nasty meeting"
departments are the only groups
with the two administrators and
receiving both IRA and AFI funds.
faculty members on the committee.
Theatre Arts will receive $12,250
But when AFI passed, the comfrom IRA and Music will receive mittee did not have to worry as
$49,000.
much about the allocations to the six
The other four programs to be programs funded by the initiative.
funded by AFT were not allocated
The students of the committee
any IRA funds. The Spartan Daily
had been prepared to challenge the
will receive $24,500 from AFI while administration on the issue of
the art gallery program, KSJS and athletics funding, backed up by a
the radio/TV news center will each
referendum approved by student
receive $12,250.
voters in March which stated there
If the Ail is nullified over the should be a redistribution of IRA
sunnier break, the IRA committee funds away from athletics.
will have the opportunity to
"We were prepared to fight,"
reconsider its allocations and
A.S Controller Tom Fil, an IRA
possibly give more money to the committee member, said. "We did
programs depending upon AFI.
perceive a problem with athletics."
If necessary, the committee
Fil said the students on the
would make these changes in committee wanted athletics to be the
allocations during a meeting at the "last priority" in IRA funding. He
beginning of the fall semester. In the said the students planned to give
past, this pre-semester meeting has athletics "what was left over" after
been one at which the committee academic programs were funded.
simply makes its final allocations on
Fil said the issue of funding for
the basis of actual enrollment athletics is "a problem which may
figures compiled over the summer, erupt in the future" if AFI is not in
Medina said.
effect in upcoming years.

hang it up and just left it running for
a $7,000 bill on university telephones
two or three days."
while using at least $25,000 worth of
computer time.
Anderson was registered at
Ho said he had "a couple of
SJSU under the name of Alroan- complaintP, from students about
dukar S. Andersson. He was
Anderson erasing files in their acreleased Friday night on his own
counts." Anderson denied this acrecognizance after being held in lieu cusation when Ho confronted him,
of $5,000 bail at Santa Clara Council
however.
Jail on one count of computer fraud
Another confrontation Ho had
and one count of telephone misuse.
with Anderson occurred when the
Anderson is "not by himself,"
system program appeared in Anaccording to C.B. Hatchett,
derson’s account. This program is
manager of instructional computing
used strictly by those involved with
at SJSU.
the computer operating system and
"There’s a lot of people here is not available to students.
doing it," Hatchett said. "It’s so
Ho said he gave Anderson a
easy to do and we have environment warning about using the program.
conducive to it. We don’t have
Anderson, according to Ho, was
"quite frequently" in the computer
enough restrictions," he explained.
Hatchett noted "hundreds of center during the fall semester.
"He wasn’t in here much this
thousands of dollars in computer
time each semester is lost." This semester until the past couple of
amount is measured in hours spent weeks," Ho said,
Anderson was in the center from
by each person working per ter"about eight in the morning until
minal.
Khanh Ho, system programmer four or five in the evening almost
for the Computer Center, agreed it every day" during the two weeks
would not be difficult to erase other prior to his arrest, Ho said.
students’ programs and work
Anderson, Ho noted, had been
around the system.
using a "central timeshare"
"Provided you have knowledge program as opposed to a local one.
of computers, I could tell you in
"We don’t have any control over
maybe half an hour how to do it," he the central system because the
said.
system is in Los Angeles at the
Both Ho and Hatchett said they chancellor’s office," he said.
earlier
Anderson
confronted
Several loopholes in the security
regarding suspicious use of the system would contribute to easy
university computers.
manipulation of accounts, Ho said.
Computer sciences sophomore
"I called him in last September
about using the phones," Hatchett
Bill Cowden said "Account numbers
float around all the time," in the
said. Anderson allegedly used
center. Anderson, Hatchett said,
phones in the Computer Center to tie
into computer hookups across the could have obtained other students’
country and around the world.
account numbers simply by
"looking over their shoulders."
Hatchett said he asked Anderson if he knew the legal
Prof. Jaime Sena -Rivera, of the
ramifications of misusing the
School of Social Work was in the
telephones. Anderson responded
keypunch room across the hall at the
that he "wasn’t doing anyting
time of the arrest.
illegal," Hatchett said, adding "We
Although he didn’t know Anjust couldn’t prove anything."
derson personally, Sena -Rivera said
Questionable long distance
what Anderson allegedly did would
phone calls were turned in to
"not be at all difficult."
Campus Communications, Hatchett
"It’s a matter of security," he
said. That office, in turn, insaid. "It’s like using a key. Once you
vestigated the case.
have the key you can hypothetically
Hatchett said the prime time
break into any computer system."
Sena -Rivera added it may take
phone calls to Sweden were "more
costly than had somebody picked up
three or four "keys" to get into the
the phone on the computer, forgot to
computer.
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Democrats, liberals:
stop your bellyaching
Greg Robertson
stet Writer

It is a very funny thing. For the
first tune in a long while, Democrats
around the nation are the ones bellyaching and complaining.
It is time for these liberals to
shut their mouths. All of their
complaining has amounted to
nothing but sour grapes, and now
President Reagan’s budget can begin to take effect.
What the liberals of the nation fail to understand is
that Reagan is exactly what the people of this nation want.
Ronald Reagan is not a mystery. The nation knew all
along what he wanted to do if he were elected to office.
And now, after a mandate from the people in November,
Reagan is doing as promised.
So why all the complaining now? People cannot actually be surprised by what Reagan is doing. Maybe they
feel threatened. The days of soft jobs and government
handouts are coming to an end while the days of hard
work and earned pay are returning.
Ronald Reagan has put together a budget of tax
reductions and spending cuts that has been loudly complained about by the liberals. Yet this budget flew through
Congress with no problem at all.
Why? Well, for one reason, the liberals had no
alternative. Complaining and bellyaching is all good and
fine, but without an alternative solution, complaining
doesn’t amount to a hill of beans.
Secondly, Reagan’s budget was passed because he
hasn’t waivered from it. He has confidence in it. He is a
true leader.
Americans are willing to experiment with Reagan’s
budget because of his leadcrrt..)7 The nation has suffered
through the decades since Roosevelt, watching the
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economy suffer as government has grown like a fire out of
control.
What has been tried before to put this fire out has
obviously not worked. This is the message behind
Reagan’s leadership.
As the president asked the joint session of Congress
three weeks ago, "Isn’t it time we try something new?"
The answer traveling throughout the land and the
halls of Congress is a resounding yes. With the exception
of a few liberals, this is what the people voted for and
expect.
Thirdly, this budget passed because it is solid. People
are sick of Roosevelt’s New Deal policies and Johnson’s
Great Society. This country was based on a capitalistic
structure, not the welfare state it has turned into.
It is important to recall that the founding fathers of
this nation did not promise anyone life, liberty and happiness through government programs.
Furthermore, they didn’t even promise these three
things. They promised citizens the right to pursue them.
Nowhere is it written that the government should be
donating to the people.
But people love to complain, and I suppose there will
still be some who are sour when Reagan turns the
economy around. But that will be their problem. These
complainers will get their tax reductions along with
everyone else and probably won’t mind.
Furthermore, their complaints are all off base at this
stage. How can they judge a policy until it has been instituted? A film critic waits until he sees the movie before
he pans it.
But listening to the outspoken critics of the budget,
one would think Reagan is another Hitler. They speak in
terms of him physically removing food from starving
kids’ mouths.
These people should simply close their mouths. Until
Reagan’s plan is given a chance to succeed, which it will,
or until the liberals can come up with a workable alternative, complaining is only childish.

letters
Real issue is
Irish vs. British
Editor:
I would like to commend Jeff
Smith for tackling a sensitive issue
on his article about Northern
Ireland, but would also like to
condemn him for one simple reason -he’s wrong.
Mr. Smith takes the entire
viewpoint of Catholics vs.
Protestants; the real viewpoint is
the Irish vs. the British. The Irish
have been engaged in a endless war
against Great Britain for centuries
to fight for freedom from British
rule, just like the United States 200
years ago. Marches in San Francisco, New York and Washington are
against the English government, not
against Protestant doctrine. Nightly
newscasts show the burning effigy of
Margaret Thatcher, not a Protestant
bishop.
America stands for freedom and
the Irish are fighting for freedom.
Great Britain believes in freedom
too, but it is puzzling to believe when
Irish citizens are thrown in jail
without trial when their property
is taken without question and when
they suffered their own mass brand
of executions in 1916.
The death of Bobby Sands
brought worldwide attention to this
serious problem, yet many people
still believe the fighting is of a
religious nature. The fact is this
Protestants of Northern Ireland
consider themselves English,
whereas Catholics consider themselves Irish. During the time of
indecision by the British government, many lives on both sides will
needlessly be lost, while the answer
lay sleeping in Margaret Thatcher
and the government of Great
Britian. Until they free Northern
Ireland of all military and English
control, the violence will never stop.
Pat Murray
Aeronautical Engineering
freshman

Nevertheless, Bill, what did you
mean by the funds being used in an
unjustified manner, such as paying
for professors’ sabbaticals?
In conclusion Mr. Rolland
I’ve got three good suggestions for
you: 1) Apologize to the Music and
Art departments for your mundane
remarks. 2) Improve your English
so as to be better understood. 3)
Resign as A.S. program director,
and give the position to someone who
is more responsible.
Lee Wood
Political Science
senior

Article expressed
’religious bigotry
Editor:
I’m writing in response to your
article about Mormons. Actually,
the attitude expressed is nothing
new. Religious bigotry has existed
for a long time.
I am not a Mormon, but I have
talked to enough of them to realize
that they have an excellent standard
of service.
Mormonism is one of the very
few native American religions, and
it could very well represent the hope
of this country. You don’t know?
Perhaps their dedication and
willingness to sacrifice seems a little
unorthodox, and perhaps it judges us
a little bit.
The early Christians wouldn’t
have seen anything strange in what
they are doing because they were
also prepared to live and die for God.
The Mormons’ dedication sterns
from their conviction that this is the
time of the Messiah. They don’t want
to be counted among the foolish who
just give lip service to their faith.
I must tip my hat to them,
remembering the words, "Blessed
are you when you are persecuted for
righteousness sake..."
Jim Fredrickson
Political Science
sophomore

Rolland’s letter
misleads students Mormon article
Editor:
In response to Mr. Rolland’s ’missed the point’
April 8 letter on his accountability, I
find he continues to mislead the
SJSU students.
First, he claimed that his trip to
Texas was a great success. He
mentioned what he did, but I heard
no mention of the other students’
involvement.
I attended the Associated
Students board meeting in which the
results of the trip to Texas were to be
discussed, but all that was reported
accomplished was the U-2 group.
Secondly, and most important,
he said that the Music and Art
departments would use the funds
they would receive from the
Automatic Funding Initiative ( AFI
to pay for a professor’s sabbatical.
If this isn’t insinuating that the
AFI is wasteful, then I am sorry for
writing my first rebuttal to your
April 5 letter.

Editor:
In response to the article written
about Mormon missionaries by
Arlene Stenger on May 8, where did
she get her information?
I have been checking in the April
27 Newsweek, and it seems that Ms.
Stenger’s entire article is a work of
bad paraphrasing. Many of her
sentences are almost word for word,
yet the tone of her article is more
sinister.
Ms. Stenger implied that
missionaries are very restricted
because they cannot go to movies,
parties or out on dates while they are
serving. I think she missed the point,
because how can missionaries keep
their spirituality at a peak so that
they can teach others of Jesus Christ
if their minds are on last night’s date
or last weekend’s party?

What is the divorce rate for
returned missionaries that get
married in the temple? Three
percent is not a high divorce rate to
me, yet Ms. Stenger is quoted as
saying, "Marital problems as well
as a high divorce rate plague young
Mormon couples." Once again a
case of bad paraphrasing on her
part.
This occurs again when she says
that women have a certain way to
wear their hair. I think that Ms.
Stenger should go back and reread
the Newsweek article, and then try
to rewrite her article, getting some
of her facts right.
My brother is one of those young
men who wear dark suits and rides a
bicycle and he loves what he is
doing. It was his choice to go on a
mission and he is, like almost all
missionaries, paying for well over
half of the entire two years he is
serving. The rest is usually supplemented by family or friends. I
will repeat for emphasis. Nobody
forced him to go. He went on a
mission because he wanted to go and
serve the Lord. Missionaries learn
responsibility, and also the quality
of hard work. This is shown by the
nearly quarter million baptisms that
the church had last year. How can
this be "detrimental to any young
person’s
development,"
Ms.
Stenger?
If you want to get the whole gist
of a mission, go and talk to the young
men that are serving on them, not to
a Newsweek article that gives a
biased opinion just like yours.
Claudia Shillingburg
Computer Science
freshman

Reporter belittles
’high standards’
Editor:
In regards to the May 5 opinion
piece about the Mormons, I’d like to
say I’m really sorry that you have
writers whose journalistic ethics are
modeled after the National Enquirer
and the Washington Post. I know
how hard most of you work to be
objective in your reporting.
I’m really sorry, too, that Arlene
Stenger has to belittle the high
standards that the Mormons have in
order to justify her own low standards. If she tried sacrificing a
fraction of what these young people
give of themselves for God and the
world, she might find less of a need
to be critical of what she obviously
knows nothing about. I dispute
categorically the slander she wrote
about their character and social
behavior.
As a cross section of people,
there are no healthier or well adjusted individuals. Such health
comes from the love of God that is
manifested in the family and home,
and is the core of their teaching and
practice.
At any rate, I only wish that
other Christians and Americans had
the guts to live up to their ideals and
standards as devoutly as the Mormons do. There’d be a lot less time

for accusing, and a lot more time to
make the world a better place.
Also, I would encourage anyone
to stop and talk with them. I believe
you will find a bright and intelligent
individual, who will share with you
an enlightened view of America that
you have never heard before.
Jeff Barnes
Art
graduate

Thank you, Mike. Thanks to SFA,
one more burden has been lifted in
my preparation for the "real
world."
I will never have to take another
A.S. election seriously again
because, no matter how I vote, the
right decision will be made for me.
Tim Haggerty
Philosophy
senior

Endorsement for
’God squad’

’Medina talks,
nobody listens’

Editor:
In response to the article by
Richard de Give "Big Leaguers sign
up for ’God Squad’ " in the May 8
Daily, I wish to register my devoted
endorsement to the group.
I believe that only by incorporating "God squads"
throughout our glorious nation can
we turn the tide of evil hedonism. We
should form "God squads" all over,
in our dorms ( already half accomplished), among school
employees, faculty, and yes, even
among the Gay Student Union!
Devotion to God, our nation and
baseball is what we should stand
for...yessiree, blind faith in a
dogmatic ideology is exactly what
our limp-wristed nation requires to
get back on its feet.
We can all form networks
amongst the various "God Squads"
to combat: ridiculous demands of
third world nations for butter, not
guns, the Equal Rights Amendment
and what it stands for, hedonistic
individualism, the growing number
of young Americans who are
questioning their superiors.
We need blind obedience! Let’s
stand up and cheer for America, Inc.
Look what greatness evolved out of
Germany in ’30s through blind
devotion.
Dogmatic Christians Unite!
Combat individualism and evil
hedonistic attitudes everywhere!
Larry Narachi
Environmental Studies
senior

Editor:
So the Daily wants Medina to
talk. But when Michael Medina
talks, nobody listens. So why should
he? He doesn’t even talk to me, but
then I’m only a figment of my
imagination. I wish the Daily were!
Sean Ferguson
Journalism
senior

Burden lifted
from A.S. voter
Editor:
Gosh! Am I relieved. When
Associated Student elections rolled
around, I read the issues, listened to
the candidates and tried to make a
rational decision.
I mean I thought my vote meant
something. I was worrying in vain.
If I should ever make the wrong
choice, the Students for Action,
Access and Accountability )SFA)
will save me from myself.
When I voted for the Automatic
Funding Initiative (AEI), 1 thought
it was an idea whose time had come.
How wrong I was, I was suffering
under the illusion that SJSU students
know how they want their money
spent.
Medina to the rescue, and he
declares my folly unconstitutional.

Athletics ’killing
a large number’
Editor:
Will it ever stop? Once again,
this time from the pen of Alumni
Association member Wynn Cook
( May 8), we hear that Spartan
athletics will save us all that is, if
we continue to pour the vast
majority of our Instructionally
Related Activities funds into
athletics instead of into theater,
music, art, literature, campus press
or anything else.
Wynn, you say, "It is difficult
for those not interested in Spartan
athletics to accept the fact that
success in sports is an integral part
of the fund-raising process."
Of course its difficult to believe
this "fact" when we the students,
who provide IRA funds, are never
given the slightest proof that successful athletics benefits any
program but athletics.
Exactly how much profit did
athletics make last year? Exactly
how much of that profit was
returned to the struggling programs
which were denied IRA funding in
favor of athletics?

I believe the answer to the
second question is zero. While you
claim athletics is helping us all,
really killing a large number of us.
You also cite several other
universities and say "it is the
presence of successful athletic
programs which accounts for the
lion’s share of general giving by
alumni and friends of those
universities.
First of all, Wynn, how much of
a state university’s budget depends
on alumni donations? Next, even if
we were to believe the above
statement, does that make the same
true for us? If you answer yes, can
you substantiate that? And last,
what percentage of donations
garnered by successful athletics
goes to something other than
athletics?
Since you wrote the letter,
Wynn, I trust you have seen the solid
figures backing up what you said.
I also trust you will immediately
make these figures public so we, the
students who are footing the bill, can
quit lying awake nights wondering if
a university without decently supported theater, music, art, literature
and press is really a university at
all.
Ellen Goodwin
Journalism
senior

Crime prevention
efforts praised
Editor:
This letter is in regards to the
May 8 "vandals may be expelled"
article.
I just wanted to congratulate
Tom McGinley and Will Koehn on
their efforts to stop the problem of
vandalism in the dorms. I lived in
the dorm for a year, and I know a lot
of what goes on.
I reported some incedents
myself, but nothing really happened.
With a stiffer penalilty, I think the
students destroying property and
making innocent people pay for it
will think twice before doing it
again.
Keep up the good work.
Gus Robinson Jr.
senior

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to the
Spartan Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or
by mail to the Opinion Page, c/o the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All
letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone

number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

Opinion
The intent of the Spartan
Daily Opinion Page is to present a
variety of viewpoints on issues affecting the university community.
Comments,
and
columns
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
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Undersea heat source
creates basis for life
by Bruce Rockland
An SJSU biology professor is taking part in experiments in one of the most astounding scientific
discoveries in recent years.
Prof. Vida Kenk is researching mussels, shellfish that
are part of an undersea food chain supported exclusively
by heat generated within the earth.
Scientists are intrigued by the discovery because it
opens up the question of whether there might be life on
planets previously considered barren due to their distance
from the sun.

photo by TOIll

Prof. Vida Kenk displays a mussel
Galapagos Vent.

taken from the

Kenk said before this discovery the general assumption within the scientific community had been that the
basic heat source for food chains in every environment
was the sun.
"Here, instead we find the basic heat source is from
within the earth." she added.
The most recent discovery of undersea worms, crabs
and a variety of shellfish was made by the research vessel
Melville off the coast of South America.
The mussels Kenk is researching were found near the
Galapagos Islands.
"There are at least four sites that are known," Kenk
said.
She said the research sites are located in areas where
the sea floor is spreading apart, allowing molten lava to
flow to the surface.
The heat created by these volcanic vents circulates
cold water around them Kenk said. As water seeps
beneath the sea floor, the pattern of circulation draws this
water, enriched by a variety of minerals, upward and
expels it from the vents.
Bacteria which form the bottom level of the food chain
around the vents are nurtured by the warmth and
minerals of the water as it rises, Kenk said.
The most important minerals to support the bacteria
population are sulf ides, she added.
Kenk said while the discovery could mean there is life
on other planets supported by terrestrial heat, the life
forms found at the vents did not originate there.
Kenk said despite their relationships with other life
forms, the creatures found near the vents have many
unusual characteristics.
For instance, clams discovered near the vents were
far larger than similar species found elsewhere, probably
because of the abundance of nourishment in the water.
Kenk was cautious but excited about the implications
of the find.
Kenk said there were many spreading zones in the
world’s oceans, creating "the potential for finding a lot
more strange things."
Prof. Ellen Weaver of the SJSU Biological Sciences
Department recently returned from a voyage on the
Melville during which she conducted research unrelated
to Kenk’s find.

ROTC recruiter
will miss SJSU
Capt. James C. Clarke,
instructor and ROTC
recruiter at SJSU, is
leaving this spring to serve
in the U.S. Army 18th
Airborne Corps.
Clarke, who came to
SJSU in April, 1979, will
receive his master’s of
business administration
degree from SJSU next
week. He is a graduate of
the U.S. Military Academy
at West Point.
Clarke has been
transferred to Fort Bragg
in North Carolina.
"It’s a constant battle," Clarke said of the
difficulty of finding
qualified applicants for
ROTC.
Clarke said he mails
between 15,000 and 20,000
recruitment letters a year.
Clarke teaches classes

in
leadership
and
in
the
management
department.
Clarke said the most
unusual situations he encountered during his three
years at SJSU were the
campus demonstrations
during his first year.
He recalled during the
early part of his stay here
cadets were spat upon and
physically attacked by
anti -war activists.
Clarke said he would
miss his colleagues at
SJSU, adding, "It happens
every time you get transferred."
Besides,
he said,
"After a while you get the
itch to go back to the real
Army."
"I’ve been getting
antsy the last two months,"
he added.

BEER

Never having enough
time whether to finish
assignments or to attend
social events, creates
pressures students must
learn to face. But for
married students finding
the time to do most
anything it the critical
factor that often destroys
relationships.
There is no way to
categorize the different
marriage
types
om
problems created by
college life because many
elements must be considered.
In some situations both
partners attend school or in
others, only one. The ages
of the couple or how long
they have been married
also vary. Work and
children must also be given
scrutiny. Yet overall, a
general pattern of stressinducing situations can be
observed.
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When one or both
marriage partners attend
school or when one goes to
college and the other must
hold down a job, a
relationship
can
get
"sticky". The partners find
no time for each other, said
Dr. Bill Winter, director of
the Family Counseling
Services Clinic

time, Sivertsen said, both
partners become use to a
way of doing things and if
this pattern is disturbed it
can cause trouble.
Winter
cited
an
example of a man who
"strongly supported his
wife going to school but
wanted dinner on the table
at 6 p.m." This case

family. If children are
involved and the wife
decides to return to school,
the husband finds himself
working and taking care of
the children, this can
create irritation, Sivertsen
said.
Another potential
source of trouble occurs
when a partner is sent back
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university will purchase a
new computer for $4
million. Official information now kept on
tapes for the batch computers will be stored.
The new computer will
allow access by phone, said
Tsao, but "two or three
Tsao said there was no additional steps for
chance of anyone gaining security" will be installed.
access to these batch
Asked if he were
computers because the certain that the steps would
operator checks the prevent unauthorized use,
identity of anyone Tsao said, "Certain?
requesting the computer’s Obviously I’m certain.
tapes.
"If I weren’t I’d be in
In June 1982, the the wrong business."
The university stores
important
information
such as payroll and grades
on the batch computers,
which rely on human
operators to insert the
programs.

If a partner quits work to start school
the couple must live with less income
His prescription for illustrates that couples to school by a employer.
couples is to "prevent must support each other in This causes the same
rather than to cure order to avoid resentment problem of less time spent
over why one is not at with the family because of
problems."
Couples should take the home.
studying requirements, she
time before school begins
Money, a major said.
to sit down and decide how headache for most students
Once in school, Winter
they will adjust their plays an important role in said, the student is inpersonal lives, he said
married students, attitudes troduced to new values and
Don’t overload your toward
college,
par- ideas which can cause the
schedule and arrange ticularly if both once other mate to feel isolated.
times to be together and if worked.
When the wife returns
If one partner stops
problems do arise by all
means use the counseling working to return to or to school, the husband often
services here at school, " begin school, the couple feels threatened because
must contend with a the women gains a sense of
Winter advised.
power in feeling she is
and smaller income.
Separations
than
she
Often this means strict "smarter
divorce are not uncommon
according to Winter and budgeting, Winter said, or thought," Winter said.
Counselor Wiggsy Sivert- going without.
This awakening of
In many cases the man Intellect can be a serious
sen.
Besides time, new- is the sole supporter of the source of stress, Sivertsen
found values, financial
difficulties, children and
jealousy are all potential
stress factors in a married
student’s life.
Both Winter and
Student and amateur musicians with an interest in
Sivertsen said the division
of chores should be con- improvisational jazz will meet at SJSU for "One Big Week
of Jazz" June 21-27.
sidered.
Further information on the program may be obtained
If a couple has been
married for a long period of from Dwight Cannon, SJSU Music Department, 277-2905.

Jazz week set
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said.
Because
of
the
coeducational nature of
college, a spouse often
finds himself working with
a member of the opposite
sex for studying purposes
or group projects.
This can stimulate a
feeling of jealousy in the
student’s mate that can
cause damage to a
relationship, Sivertsen
said.
Couples that have
children, Winter said,
should have definite times
when they are available to
them.
Children may get sick
more often, stay home
from school or do poorly on
classwork in an attempt to
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College life generates marital woes
by Doug Kelley

12

Consider the advantages.. .beautiful
arrangements of tine silk flowers for your
wedding; each stem a work of art that will
he a lasting keepsake for sour home (we’ll
rearrange them after your wedding at no
charge). No more seasonal limitations or
tear of weather damages; all your wedding
flowers can actually be designed in
advance and delivered the day of your
wedding. We think you’ll find our vast
selection of colorful silk flowers to be a
great new idea that will last a lifetime.

get more attention if it is
not there for them, Winter
said.
Sivertsen said she
would like to see a counseling session for couples to
prepare them for changes
in their lives and their
children’s lives before they
enter school.
"I’d like to see one
program where couples
could talk to each other and
anticipate the problems
they will encounter," she
said.
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Sasseen -- fair judge or ’hatchet-man?’
Ignores criticism of his role in grievances
by Russ Fung
He has been called
the
from
everything
"hatchet university’s
man" to a "dean against
faculty."
But SJSU Associate
Academic Vice President
Robert Sasseen said these
are "unjust labels" and
not true."
Acknowledging that
there may be some who
still hold grudges, Sasseen
said, "I think most people
think I’m tough, but fair."
Speaking with him in
the privacy of his office,
one wonders if the accusations are true. But it is
soon apparent as he
reflects on his career that
he is not interested in
justifying himself to all
my critics."
"I do not want to answer a list of charges or
gripes by people who didn’t
like my behavior in the
past," Sasseen said. "I
don’t want to be in that
position."
Sasseen has been at
SJSU for 16 years, where
he taught for seven years
and chaired the Political
Science department from
1971-72.
Since 1972, he has been
dean of faculty and involved in adrninstration.
As AAVP, Sasseen
became a chief deputy of
Vice President Hobart
Burns, and responsible for
budgetary, planning and
personnel matters.
He is currently the
acting vice president for
Burns who is on sabbatical.
In July, Sasseen will take a
faculty leave of absence
from SJSU to become the
University of Dallas’ new
president.
But it is in his role as
dean of faculty and
representative for the
university in grievance
hearings and review,
tenure, and promotion
committees that he has
received
the
most
criticism.
"I believe anyone who
has ever seen those
committees and seen me
function will testify that I
was fair, objective,
and...judged people in
relation to the standards
and criteria," Sasseen
said.
"I believe that’s the
essence of the matter and
grievances are simply an
extension of that essence,"
Sasseen said.
Sasseen said his insistence that faculty
members must meet
certain criteria, whether in
the form of a published
work or scholarship, before
getting promotion or
tenure has led to complaints that he is "a persecutor of the faculty."
Critics of his performance in hearings and

committees
accuse
Sasseen of a total commitment to victory,
regardless of the consequences.
"Once he moves into a
grievance hearing, he is
determined to win," John
Galrn, chairman of the
English Department, said.
"He doesn’t observe
decorum, and this can
lead to an intimidation of
faculty, panels, and witnesses. Having been on the
opposite side, I understand
once you get involved, you
want to win..., but a quieter
approach would be better."
Robert Duman, a
faculty member in continuing education, said
Sasseen is a "real fighter"
who will do "anything to
win, regardless of the
merits in the grievance."
"Sasseen’s method in a
hearing is to pull out all
stops to win," Duman said.
Duman said he was
involved in a grievance
with Sasseen.
Sasseen said that while
"you have to win" in a
grievance, he did not mean
by any method.
"I think I played fair
and according to the
rules," Sasseen said, but
"that’s for others to judge.
"I don’t view grievants
as enemies. In fact in some

"know what the solution

process is
grievance
similar to the courts with
the burden of proof on the
accuser, an SJSU faculty
member or employee.
have
they
"If
demonstrated that in fact
they have been wronged,
then they have a right to
the remedy which they
have named," Sasseen
said.
Likewise, the role of
the "campus representative" is that of a defense
attorney and to present,
through evidence, that "the
university did not violate
the person’s rights,"
Sasseen said.
Sasseen said the
grievance hearing may be
hard on some, but that he
knew "of no advisory
proceeding which in its
nature is pleasant."
He added that even if
you have the best system of
reviewing people, you
could still have grievances,
especially if there’s a
disagreement on the
standards used.
Sasseen cited one year
grievances
where
19
"arose out of a fundamental disagreement on
what" these standards
should be.
A possible solution to
the grievance problem,
Sasseen said, is by giving

While "students should
not be reviewers of
faculty," Sasseen said, he
is not against the participation of students "as
one piece of information"
in the RTP process.
Sasseen said that other
areas which need to continue to participate in the
RTP process are the individual department,
school, and the university
Sasseen said if he had
not become involved with
he
higher education,
"would have had less
controversy in (his) life."
"I’ve often wondered if
when I made the decision to
enter administration, if I
didn’t make a mistake,"
Sasseen said.
He added that while he
did not "have any regrets,"
he would have probably
continued to develop his
skills in political science,
"and in particular,
political theory and
philosophy."
Sasseen’s philosophy
became evident as he
explained why it is
necessary to accept controversy.
"Like any human
being, I prefer not to have
it, but I don’t think you can

rt( p

exadministrative
perience," Paul Lockhart,
head of the University of
Dallas’ presidential search
committee, said.
"His strengths lie in
the greatest area of the
university’s needs."
lockhart said Sasseen’s
decision
to
take
the faculty leave of absence from SJSU to
become president gives
him a "safety valve" and a
"two-way option" if things
do not work out between
him and the university.
Under
such
an
arrangement,
Sasseen
would have the opportunity
to return to SJSU and
resume his teaching, if he
does not want to remain
as president of thE
University of Dallas.
"I’ve requested that
because I wanted time to
size things up," Sasseen
said.
continued on page 5
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RTP process is still too bureaucratic,
demeaning and involves too much review
cases, I felt real sorrow for
some of them."
Although Sasseen did
not "want to comment on
particular grievants," he
made an exception when
asked about Albert Porter,
a business instructor who
lost his case for full-time
status.
Porter later committed
suicide and his lost
grievance has been accepted by some as contributing to his unhappiness.
As silence hit the room,
Sasseen composed his
thoughts before responding
to the incident which
seemed to evoke painful
memories and emotion.
"They’re people who
know better," Sasseen said
of those who blame him for
Porter’s death.
"There are people who
know the steps the
university took to provide
for Dr. Porter the counseling which, if it had been
successful, might have
prevented his suicide."
Sasseen said the

cases to professional
hearing officers. He also
said that "the cost of the
grievance should be paid
by the loser of the
grievance."
Despite confusion over
"appropriate standards,"
he feels his contributions
have helped people understand the procedures a
little better.
"I think some of the
university’s policies and
procedures might have
been better for my having
been here, like RTP and
appointments," Sasseen
said.
"I helped develop a
decent
grievance
procedure which, while it is
not perfect,.. .at least some
of the faculty believe it is
better than what proceeded
it
Although
improvements have occurred,
Sasseen said the RTP
process is still "too
bureaucratic, demeaning,
and involves too many
kinds of review." He added, however, he did not

TUES. THRU SA1

accomplish
anything
significant if you can’t take
confrontation and deal with
controversy,"
Sasseen
said.
"Because we tend to
view our way as the just
way or our view as the
right view...we have different opinions of what’s
just.
"(So) anything that’s
to be accomplished in the
public realm is going to
involve people who think
that’s crazy or stupid or
wrong."
Sasseen’s background
in politcal science helped
him with his new appointment as the president
of the University of Dallas,
accoriding
to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
"He has one of the
most quickest and insightful minds," Fullerton
said. "It’s a real loss to us.
It’s always been very clear
that he would move up and
I will miss him."
"He has a high degree
of personal integrity,
leadership, and good. solid
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Accounting major makes a comical about-face

Student ’stands up’ for career in laughter
by Stacey Stevens
Wally Smith.
"Wally" sounds stupid
and "Smith" is boring
according to the owner of
that name. He doesn’t joke
about his name, but does
with just about everything
else.
Smith, an accounting
senior at SJSU, has been
doing stand-up comedy in
the Bay Area for the last
two months.
His interest in comedy
began when he was doing
homework one night. He
was "bord" at the time
and kept conjuring up all
kinds of jok,.,.s.
On the spur of the
moment he paid a visit to
the Holy City Zoo, a club in
San Francisco where
aspiring comedians can go
try out their acts on a live
audience.
Smith went because he
had seen professional
comedians do their acts
and felt he could do just as
good, if not better.
He remembers being
nervous when he went to
the Holy City Zoo. A wellknown San Francisco
comedian before him got
up and bombed, making
Smith even more nervous.
But he figured he had to
find out for himself
whether being funny would
work on stage or if he was
just comical in everyday
situations.
Obviously his humor
carried across on the stage
too, because his performance at the zoo was
well-received.
Smith has performed
seven times since his introduction
to
live
audiences. He provided the
opening act at last week’s
performance of the comedy
troupe The Screaming
Memes, at the Spartan
Pub.

The move gave him the there and tell standard
opportunity to try out his jokes," he said. He would
jokes on others besides his also never consider going
family.
to a comedy school to learn
Smith can recall one "how to be funny." He feels
joke, in particular, that he these schools would
used on the dormics
brainwash its pupils to put
he now incorporates in his out the same old "cliche.
act. He asked them if they material."
wanted to see a "little soft
To take a class, Smith
shoe." Many would answer said, "It would take away
yes, and expect him to my
and
originality
dance. Instead of dancing, creativity."
however, Smith would pull
Currently. Smith is
out a little rubber shoe and working on writing a 30show it to them.
minute act that he would
Smith said it’s hard to like to try out in clubs this
tell what kinds of things summer.
will go over well with an
One of the hardest
audience.
problems Smith has had is
Bombing at the writing down jokes that he
Spartan Pub on Monday tells throughout the day.
night and being successful
"I’m so used to joking
on Thursday night of that and not writing," Smith
same week using the same said. He feels it’s "cheap"
jokes shows the in- to write down a joke he’s
consistency of comedy, he told a specific person
said.
because he feels that joke
Basically Smith has is for them, not for a whole
placed audience reaction audience of people.
into three categories. The
Smith
Eventually
audience will either boo, would like to use comedy to
groan or laugh, he said.
write scripts and do some
Boos are definitely acting. He knows he
bad, Smith said, but he doesn’t want to do stand-up
considers both groans and comedy for a living
because it doesn’t pay well’
photo by Steve Medd’’, laughter good signs.
Some may consider a enough.
SJSU accounting major and aspiring stand-up comedian
his comedy routine at the Spartan Pub last Thursday night.
groan to be a bad sign, but
A life of comedy isn’t
Wally Smith uses a visual aid to convey a joke punch line in
Smith figures if the all laughs as Smith cites
audience groans it shows one comedian who killed
that at least they un- himself two year,, ago
Before going on stage to denote nervousness, use, Smith said he uses
derstand the joke.
because he couldn’t make
he showed all signs of cardboard pictures of beer props to help explain
Bombing a per- it as a comedian.
nervousnesspacing back bottles to show he had a them. -Props get easy
formance
isn’t
all
that
bad,
Smith said he is oband forth, talking with beer belly and a sock with a laughs."
according to Smith.
sessed with humor, but is
friends, wiping the sweat face drawn on it to depicts
Smith said that some of
He didn’t feel bad when not worried about making’
from his forehead and mannequin.
the best comedians have
he bombed the first time, it in the entertainment
taking sips of his beer.
He also puts himself made it big by using props.
and looked at the ex- world.
down. This form of humor "I guess it’s the prop...er
"I tried comedy once
perience as a learning one.
Besides that, he said,
doesn’t bother him because thing to do," he said.
but everybody laughed,"
Smith strives to be "if comedy doesn’t work
he thinks it is funny to
Being a comedian has
"There’s one thing my
original with his humor.
out there is always acothers and it can’t offend been part of Smith’s Life
jokes lackhumor," and
"I wouldn’t ever get up counting to fall back on."
the audience.
since childhood. The 22"I’d like to talk to you
Mann
He loves puns, but uses year -old from
about diarrhea, but I gotta
them only sparingly in his County used to joke with
go," were typical jokes of
act, "Because people don’t his seven brothers and
Smith’s five-minute act in
understand them and they sisters all the time.
the Pub.
usually don’t want to hear
"I really liked the
He also used props them."
feeling of having somebody
such as butterfly appliques
As for the puns he does laugh at a joke," he said,
recalling his younger days.
With this incentive,
Smith would test jokes on
his family, and base the
caliber of humor on their
San Fernando between 5th & 6th
reactions.
Smith refers to himself
May 18-21 11-3
as a shy person and said
that he really did not
associate with others
It offers both liberal a part of this university and outside of family and close
Tenth at San Carlos
arts and sciences un- I never cease to be amazed friends until he moved into Before the performance, a jittery Smith calms his
dergraduate curricula and by the dedication, com- Markham Hall at SJSU. nerves with a beer at the bar.
Weekdays and Saturdays
graduate curricula in petence and basic fairness
and of its members."
management
philosophic studies.
"It’s amazing to me
Approximately 1,200 that we can attract such
undergraduate and 1,300 good people, while giving
graduate students are them so little, both in
enrolled.
compensation, as well as so
"This represents a little authority and power
great opportunity for me," to
(exercise)
their
Sasseen said. "I’d be responsibilities
as
delighted to help the school academic leaders."
achieve its goals and
Sasseen said he has a
continue to help it high
regard for SJSU and
develop."
that it "should continue to
Sasseen said as an work on improving the
outsider" he has "no general
education
immediate plans to program."
change" the university. lie
"My opinion of the
said his not being a native university is that it is
of the area "doesn’t better than it thinks itself
present a problem," and to be," Sasseen said. "It
that he plans "to spend
(early rounds)
should stop looking over its
time to get to know the
shoulder at Berkeley and
university and the parStanford. We ought to
ticular customs."
recognize what we don’t do
Discussing
SJSU,
well and strive to do better.
Sasseen turned his at"We have a unique
tention to what he would
conclusion)
miss most about his mission in the context of
California and we ought to
departure.
"What I’m going to do that and take pride in
miss is my colleagues with it."
Asked of how he would
whom I’ve worked with all
these years and many of like to be remembered,
whom are my friends," Sasseen replied:
"As someone who did a
Saseen said.
"I’ve been proud to be job justly, fairly and well."

sell sour books
*2 LOCATIONS:*

*Peanuts Sandwich Shop*

Liberal Arts background
gets Sasseen Texas job
-continued from page 4
Sasseen said he "intends to be successful, "
but that this arrangement
"provides an element of
security."
"The university has to
be attractive to him and
give him the opportunity to
remain flexible," Lockhart
said. "We don’t have any
reluctance for him to have
any ties with San Jose."
Sasseen said he first
became aware of the
University of Dallas and its
nationwide search for a
president when "a former
student of mine informed
me of the opportunity, and
urged me to give permission for my name to be
given for that position."
Sasseen added that he
was influenced about the
the
during
position
American Conference of
as
Political Science,
"teachers from the
Political
university’s
Science Department persuaded me about the
quality of the university."
Located in Irving,
Texas, across from the
stadium where the Dallas
Cowboys play football, the
University of Dallas is a
Catholic and private institution.

*Roberts Bookstore*

HAL MIX INVITATIONAL
STRAIGHT POOL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Friday, May 15
8:00 pm

Saturday, May 16
1:00 pm
(til

Study medicine abroad
learn the language here.
If you’re going to study medicine abroad, the Inlinguo School of
languages can teach you the Spanish, the French, or any other language
conversational;
you need in as little as four weeks. Instruction is 100
you hear and speak only the language you wish to learn. So in no time you
hove learned not only how to speak a new language, but even to think it!
For more details call:
San Francisco: (415) 788-5030
Palo Alto: (415) 3265211

Inlinguai

School of Languages

GUARANTEED FIRST PLACE -- $250.00
Information & Sign ups at the desk --

Reserve your spot now!

777-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
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Spartans win sprint, mile relays
Championships ahead
for SJSU spikers
by Tim Truax
Unlike other athletes at SJSU, the Spartan track
team’s members won’t have a great deal of time to
prepare for finals this week.
Because while the baseball team, tennis teams, judo
and fencing squads have all completed their 1981 season,
the spikers are coming off and impressive performance
Saturday in Fresno at the West Coast Relays and travel to
Long Beach this weekend for the PCAA Championships.
The Spartans were led by winning relay teams
Saturday, capturing both the 400-meter and the mile
relays.

Spikers missing motivation
of the team concept -- Bullard

IBOOKSIIN:
I COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TI1 LES
Best Selection a Science Fiction in South Bay
BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS inc.
420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Open eves ar weekends 243-6262
Stevens Creek at Wnichester Blvd.

sell your books
2 LOCATIONS:
*Peanuts Sandwich Shop*
San Fernando between 5th & 6th
11-3

May 18-21

*Roberts Bookstore*

photo by Breoda Flowers
Virgil Torrence nears the tape in his 200 -meter victory in the Budweiser National invitational on May 2
at Bud Winter Field. Torrence hopes to qualify for the NCAAs this weekend after his 20.6 timing earlier
this year was not allowed because of wind.

photo by Carl Jaco
SJSU catcher Jim Howard waits for a throw that was not in time to catch Pacific’s Rob Brezizinski in
Saturday’s 13-1 2 loss. Howard hit a grand slam home run in the first inning of the game.

SJSU ends season by losing two to UOP
by Richard de Give
SJSU closed out the
1981 baseball season by
dropping two out of three
games to the University of
the Pacific.
All three games were
close contests and were in
doubt going into the last
inning.
On Friday, the Tigers
scored a run with two outs
in the bottom of the ninth to
edge the Spartans 4-3.
Mark Langston (6-7)
picked up the defeat. He
left the game in the ninth
with the bases loaded and
the score tied.
Ron Kolstad came in
and gave up a base hit to
Brian Raust to bring in Pat
Tobin.
"We just gave them the
game," SJSU coach Gene
Menges said.
Tobin reached first on
a base hit, stole second,
and Langston walked Steve
Voight and Bob Wayland.
Jim Howard led the
Spartans at the plate with

three hits.
Stan Jones and Dave
Williams had two hits
apeice. Greg Robles hit his
fifth home run in the first
inning of the game to tie the
score at two at the time.
Saturday’s first game
was a slugfest, with UOP
coming out on top, 13-12, in
10 innings.
Pacific picked up five
runs on three hits and two
SJSU errors to send Eric
Tretten to the showers
early.
In the bottom of the
first, SJSU came back with
four runs on a grand slam
by Howard.
The lead changed
many times during the
game, the play alternating
between power hitting and
"Billyball."
In the seventh, UOP
was a run down with a man
on second and no outs when
Joe Carrozzi hit a long fly
to center.
Rob Brezizinski made
it to second, but returned to

first
when
Hugh
Williamson made the
catch.
However, Brezizinski
failed to touch second on
his way back to first, and
was called out on appeal.
Tobin then hit a home
run that put IJOP up by
one.
SJSU tied it in the
bottom of the inning on a
walk issused to Paul
Willoughby, a throwing
error that sent him to third,
and a sacrifice fly by
Williams.
Pacific picked ups run in
the 10th and SJSU went
down in order to end the
game.
The nightcap was
another close contest, with
SJSU squeezing out a 4-2
win.

Mil Pumps started the
game, but left in the fifth
inning with a sore arm.
Dave Meibert came in
and held UOP to one hit the
rest of the way to pick up
his second win of the year
against a like number of
defeats.
Meibert pitched out of
jams most of the way,
getting out of situations
with men on first and
second in the sixth and
seventh innings.
SJSU went ahead in the
fifth on a single by Rich
Hazell and a double by Ed
Rettagliata.
Rettagliata and Al
Gallo led hitters in the
second game with two hits
each.
The Spartans end the
season with a 28-29-1 record.

A new quartet of Cleve Prince, Ken Thoirnas, Harry
Cambell and Dwayne Green turned in a 40.75 timing in the
sprint relay to win the university division of that event.
In the mile relay, Prince, Dwayne Taylor, Bo Breigan
and Urs Kamber clocked a 3:12.0 to win.
Neither timing was a season best for the Spartans.
Shot putter Rob Suelflohn did set a new season mark
with a lifetime best toss of 58-10 3/4,
which was good
enough for third place.
With only the PCAAs to go, the Spartans are winding
up a unique season in their history.
SJSU had to cancel all its dual meets this season when
the athletic department realigned funding and cut track
scholarships from 14 to eight.
By concentrating on large invitational meets, and by
collarborating with Budweiser and cable telvision in the
San Jose National Invitational, the spikers have managed
to qualify a handful of men to the NCAA’s and have raised
enough money to finance 14 scholarships next year.
"We went into the season with a whole new approach," head coach Ernie Bullard said. "We approached
this season as individuals and with an emphasis on big
meets, and that changes the tone of the team.
"Of course we see some weakness, but we had to get
through and we’ve done that. We got our finding back to a
regular level and that’s real important." Bullard said the
Spartans have been missing one of the two motivators for
a track competitor the team concept.
"We’ve had the individual motivation, but haven’t
had a real objective evaluation of our team," he said. "We
competed well, but without dual meets, we were definitely
missing the team concept."
Next year, the Spartans will return to the dual meet
format, and Bullard is lining up meets with major schools
across the country including Tennessee, UCLA and UCBerkeley..
As far as individual performances go, Bullard said
this season was similar to any other season. "We had a lot
of new people, and a lot of people from overseas.
Sometimes it takes a year to adjust," he said. "Of course
some people have run lifetime bests, too."
Next year, Bullard said the Spartans will be stronger
because of the replenished budget and dual meet
schedule.
"We’ll have a complete team with a full complement
of scholarships. We will definitely be stronger."

MCAT CLASSES
ENROLLING NOW!
PREPARE FOR

Want to learn a

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend
class regularly?
Find out about self-paced
individualized learning in
SPANISH, FRENCH AND
GERMAN (1st year).
Variable Credit:
1-5
For further information:
Contact
Foreign Language Dept.
277-2576

MCAT DAT LSAT
GRE GRE PSYCH ORE MO GMAT
PCAT OCAT VAT MAT SAT CPA

TOEFL MSKP NAT’L MED BOARDS VQE
ECFMG FLEX NAT’L DENTAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDSPermanent
NURSING
BOARDS
Centers open
evenings

-H
101

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS S’NCE 1938

days,
and
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
Complete TEST -n -TAPE" facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific PI 94108

ON SALE NOW!
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170
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edition

MAGAZINE
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poetry
art
available at:
photos
A.S. Business Office
short stories
novel excerpts English Dept. Office
Outside Student Union
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NCBA notes
Fresno State won the
second half crown in the
Northern
California
Baseball Association by
sweeping Santa Clara over
the weekend.
The Bulldogs only
needed to tke one of the
games in the three-game
series ot win the title.
Fresno State can also
claim the first half
championship if Santa
Clara beats Nevada-Reno
Thursday night at Buck
Shaw Stadium.
Should Nevada -Reno
win, they would be tied

Tenth at San Carlos
Weekdays and Saturdays

NIGHTS".",‘ --

with Fresno State for the
first half title and the take
championship by virtue of
their winning the club’s
first half series.
The playoff games
between the first half
champion and Fresno
State, if necessary, will
start on Friday a site to be
determined.
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WE BUY YOUR BOOKS
WE HAVE SHORTER LINES
WE PAY 60%
WE DO NOT REQUIRE A RECEIPT
WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAY
WE PAY 603/4
WE BUY PAPERBACKS
WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
WE PAY 60/0
WE BUY CLASS SYLLABUSES
WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT AT
OTHER STORES
YES -- WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
YES -- WE PAY 60b/c,
YES -- WE BUY ANY CURRENT EDITION

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
DAVIS (916) 753-4800
499 Hamilton Ave 94301
204 F Street 95616
or Information About Other Center, In More Than 85 Maw, US C,i. Abroad
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Spartans ’spring’ past Alumni 23-0
#

by Richard de Give
In an impressive offensive and defensive display, the SJSU football
team beat the Alumni 23-0 Saturday night in the annual spring football
game.
The Spartans unveiled their new 5-2 defense to the delight of defensive coordinator Claude Gilbert.
"I’m very pleased and very proud of the team," Gilbert said about
the defensive unit, which held the Alumni to 102 yards total offense.
"It’s starting to feel good," Gilbert said. "They forced a lot of turnovers."
The Alumni, made up of former Spartans and the San Jose Tigers
semi-pro team, threw four interceptions in the game.
SJSU scored on its first possession after an interception and a oneyard plunge by quarterback Steve Clarkson.
Clarkson, who will be starting this year, played most of the game,

completing 19 passes in 40 attempts, but he also threw four interceptions.
"The offense looked good," head coach Jack Elway said, "but we
tried to go deep too often, which led to the turnovers."
The Spartans second touchdown came in the second quarter on a five .
yard run up the middle by Gerald Wilhite.
Wilhite capped off the touchdown run with a backflip.
The senior running back ended the night with 52 yards on the ground
on 11 carries.
The third touchdown came with 30 seconds left in the half on a 37 yardpass from Clarkson to Mario Thornton.
After a scoreless third quarter, the defense caught Alumni quarterback Frank Garcia in the end zone late in the game for a safety.
Fall practice will start in mid-August, and the first game is on Sept. k against Nevada-Las Vegas. This year’s schedule includes road games
with Pac-10 teams Stanford, Cal and Arizona State.

Inkster ties for first

Spartan women golfers settle
for second in NorCal league
SJSU’s women’s golf
team could not pull a Nor’mCal conference title out of
.16.9,/4
its hat last Thursday when
they faced Stanford
University
and
Sacramento
State
SJSU running back Gerald Willhite in action last season. He ran for 52 yards University at the Olympic
Club in San
ehT.ocsicnarF
in the spring football game Saturday night.
Spartans finished

second to Stanford, 297 to
306, and Sacramento
finished third with a score
of 325.
In order for the
Spartans to claim the title,
both they and Sacramento
would have had to beat
Stanford.
In
the
individual

Do You Have Weekends
Or Evenings Free?
Professional Hostess
School of Cocktail
Waitressing has Top
Clubs Ready to hire!
Job Placement Assistance
243-4043

competion, the Spartans
Juli Inkster tied for first
with Joanne Pacillo of
Stanford, with a score of 71.
The Spartans will take
part in the NorCal individual championship,.
Wednesday and Thursday
at Stanford.

classifieds
Announcements

COMPANIONS:

HOURLY wage
Work with retarded persons in
tneir homes afternoons.

vonings,
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
Worship:
Protestant. Sundays at S pm ,
Roman Catholic. Sundays a, 8
p.m . Episcopal. first and third
at the
Sundays at 4(30 pm

or

weekends

needed

experience

No
train

We

N

wanted. Write Jay Voral at 1400
Kell Circle, Suite 113, San Jose,

10th St.

CA 95112,

DENTAL Plan: Take
care of your mouth and teeth.
SAVE
MONEY.
ENROLL
and
NOW,
Information
brochures at *3

Office or Info

desk. or .11311/411.
ergs,
Yearbooks

and

World

CASH, See Dr. Lapin, Business
TOWN’ 763, 0,4111837-0191

fireplace,
parsing

Grano Canyon, Hawaii, Africa.
Send 04 .95 for application, in

thy

forever
... Give the gilt only you can
give, a beautiful. award -winning
portrait

color

JOHN

by

PHOTOGRAPHY
PAULSON
Call John at 444 11114
Church
Methodist
PAUL’S
invites you to worship with us on

ST

Sundaymornmes 4, 9 30 995
10th St For information about
The

Young

Adult

group
217-3435 or

guide to Lake Tahoe. CA). to
WHITEWATER, 2535 Wall Ave.,

Renee West at 3111-0116 alter 5
p.m.

the

KIM’S HAIR Shrlinil, Gals, Ones Special
610.
Weddelley, 14. MD S. lath. Call
71S-11277.
. STUDIO Cot to suede for
summer in nice area. Call after

plus

bonus

P0
Boy 9137, San
.10Se, CA ISIS?, 15261 Sobey Rd.,
Saratoga. CA eS070

3005. 10111 St., call 298.0204. Fr.
Dan Derry, Sr. Joan Panetta,
Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev. Norb

146-4031 tor free demonstration

p.m. 3548601 or 3745970.
FOR RENT-CVF 0120 a
month. Call 7714629. Ask for
Chris or Duane.

STAFF OPENINGS this summer at
for
camp
Kamareff,
Camp
living Judaism, in S. Calif. Call

r

PAID VACATION: I ant disabled
grad. student seeking an aide
traveling comp bra summer

Private

AFFORDABLE, CUSTOM designed
invitations for weddings parties

trip. lam 31. No experience nee.

Total

5540 ml. Call am’s 356-2714

Call Patty, 315.74111.

NEED EXTRA B. Need help with
114rdwork and odd

4

10011. Call 2297-4182

For Sale
tor

Power

economy? Yamaha, R11410

Security

Non-smoker.

condition, It mi.

coo

$1200/0 ter

VW RABBIT. 4 cy1/4 sod..
Blaupunkt, air
champagne ad
coed
e.
coed
45300,110 Mike 779 040?

FOR SALE
B EER MAKING kit Makes 4
S12.15. Beer Makers of America,
Call 20044.07

Summer/year
OVERSEAS JOSS
Europe, S. America,
round.
Austral., Asia. All fiekts. 1130051,100 rnontly. Sightseeing. Free
info Write IJC, Box 52-CA3O,
Corona Del Mar, CA 02625.

vitations Ink

SALES PART or Full Time for
Opening
Conn.e Shoe Store
Call
Mall
Estridge
soon
Mike. Sth 7195 aft., I pm or

the Cambrian area ol San
Jose
Low rent in return for
tilting care ol dog and cat Call

FURNISHED I Bdrrn apt for rent, 3
Well
blks
from
campus
maintained bldg. Rent 5320/mo.
with lots of extras Call 794 7332.

4975
CENTER.
RENTAL
blk, east
Stevens Creek Bind
of Lawrence Expwy

OVERSIZED NICELY furnished 1
bdrm, quiet Adults. Free Gill
5100 move in discount
Cable
Wad. Single $330. Double 5350

FEMALE HOUSEMATE Wanted to
brand new home, 20

important

The

Clean
Minutes from campus
and lots ol eruacy, 5275 Mo. plus
nail utilities Call Lois at 274

most

book of ,nor
C
if
now
available Use your nursing sill
to earn an incredible $1040 per
hour For free information Write
new

Nursing

to

ParansedKal

stitute

of

Research

America,

P0

to
Sox

1077, Chico, CA 95.27

1410 or 774-6005.

LESSI.Wordprocessing and Sec. SIP.
Avail.
tor:
Term
papers;

FOR

,
and

others.

thesis,
Contact

p.m.

Typing

PAYBACK SOUND wants to rent
you a I channel Yamaha PA
1111 011 itor and engineer.
0yStein
$M/night Robert, 11081 426 7561.
YOU WRITE it, well type it. Word
processing. 911-7555.

Call Colleen or

Travel

Saturday
evoke (Ad Writers). Call /95.
9911.
IT

With

alternative

Call Irene at 946.7015.

editing, phone 274-1157.
IBM
TYPING services.
Sather. correctable 110 wpm
10 years exp... All typing
accepted! Call Jane at 251-5142

ACCURACY, neatness,
guaranteed
Exreports
in m

TYPING.

deadlines
perienced

A rrrrr ad by
SJSU Graduate Office. IBM
5J/Blossom Hill
SelectricII

and diSSertatiOnS

Area Call Janet at 2271525
DONE in my home
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 730-

TYPING:

sp page; 53 for single so page;
03 per page for letters; S5 per
page for resumes (incl. help
w/set up). Cash only No chwks
please. Remember: The bit-

,
Reports.
A
Resumes. Choke el elements
incl. tech. 253-3415.

terness Of poor quality remains
long after the sweetness of a low
price is forgotten Call. KITTY

FAST,
Acc rrrrr and
TYPING:
Professional. Theses, Resume,
Reports. Deadlines guaranteed.
. IBM Selectric
Reasonable
III Call Jan, 713-1554.
Jose,

m San

at 2111-3099 between Sand 0 P.m
004 00 weekends.
THESIS, Term Papers,
fast.
and
Experienced
Reasonable rates. Call 169 8674.

TYPING,
its,

at
typing
Quality
TYPING:
. IBM Selectric
reasonable
II self-correcting. Pick-up and
delivery on campus. 10 years

Mb placement, student
ship. wide map selection, books,
backpacks and voltage coo’

Co. Call 2654196.

WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Album, 3 hours of photography

Day/Eves Call KEY
PACKERS. 947.1433 or 2734515.
Resumes,

$5 Illeurly). Call Dan, 293.4137

Hamilton, Foreign Language at
77? 1576

letters ale

type styles SI/dbi
any lob, good

theses, low cost, accurate, last,
high quality Pam 247 MI, eves

Like

cost.

Charlene

I Santa

357

Clara

Sr

San

Tomas

E sp

0977day/eye.

Neat

ional. 20 years
accurate All

Theses.

formats

resumes,

dissertations
Deadlines guaranteed. So. San
Jose. Call Kathie at 5711-1116.
reports.

TYPING: ONE letter to large mail
or
manuals
reports,
lists,
at
work
Quality
resumes
re...sable

Call THE
ASSISTANT at

prices

EXECUTIVES
211011411.

GLEN/ALMADEN,
typing and
editinte

WILLOW
Quality

Research papers, resumes, etc
Cats for Marcia Morton at 266 -

BEST PRICES
Best Machine
Best Typist
60 N 3rd, No 823
087 4355 after 2

IBM
home.
IN
my
Electronic 60 typewriter. North
spaced
S1.50
dbl.
Valley Area.
PM. Cash. Call Elsie, 2594963.

PROCESSING.
Large
reports, theses, etc. Sane Time,
Money
and Grief.
Business
Services Center, Mirth 1S1 and
101. 215-7662,

TYPING

NEAT
and A
Reasonable Rates, So S.J. area.
Call Lori al 211-4624.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING in my
home, So. Si/Blossom Hill area.
Fast,

accurate,

high

quality.

IBM Selectric
II. 01.00/001,
spaced paeg. Call 2264960.

TYPING

TYPING

immersion 7 week experience M
Peruvian Culture Contact Dr,

theses,

TYPING/EXPERIENCED
Sik’y
types el! Reports, resumes,

Open 7 days- Mon. -Fri., 9-6;
Sat., 10-5; Sun., noon -S Call 212-

SUMMER STUDY in Peru Earn up
to 7 units next summer A total

accurate
and
Term
papers

01.54/pg

(.’01

SLOO/dbl, spaced page
Gulch furnoround, can pick up
and deliver. Call 9147086.
IONAL TYPING in my
home. Quick turn around. Term
Moms. Theses, Reports. etc

Primary and
TO Fly.
Advance Instruction C 157 522
per hour We? Dual S4 50 ground

experience

WORD
TYPING
FAST,
professional

near
IBM

TYPING
College

TYPING. IBM Elochic. Sipe page
Editing. Phone: 2744457.

10 years by Douglas Soh

wartl.

TYPING BY a

Sharon at 9264124 between 5,30
and 10 30 p.m.

dente.

Trip and Travel, 140W,
San Carlos (next to Main Public
Library 1,2 blocks from campus.

161/

Bride keeps the negatives 5250
plus TAX
To reserve your
244 1749
wedding date, call
Quality Wedding Photography

pg.

work/law

Hawaii,
Europe, Asia, Mink
in Irnational
Africa,
USA,
Identity Card, Eurail, ante.,
hostal card, camping tours,

dependable,

profesnoria I. North Valley area,

HAYMOND AND Tyson Secretarial
accurate,
Fast.
Service.
tor
edited
Typing
Proofed.
Call
spelling. IBM Selectric

, REPORTS, Manuscripts,
etc.; IBM SC II. Cynthia/S.0 ,
247-8431; Mary/MV,, 965.2261,

Selec/many

Balloons. The fun
14,00
to flowers!

anything.

type

Experienced,

MM.
SECRETARY
Sunnyvale
has OY X Electronic Typewriter.
Abe, dictaphone to transcribe
Mon. Registered thesis typist.

THE

sped

FREE COUNSELING FOR
Studefit Travel

I’LL

TYPING:

Call Mary Lou at 2434759.

eel
TYPING. TOP smelly
IBM Correcting Selectric II. All
work proofed and edited for
spelling. Rates: S1.50 be dOuble

PROFESSIONAL, Neat,

TYPING,

CUPERTINO
D eAnta

and

birthdays, Or lust to say "I love
your Lofty Thoughts Balloon

ler

double-spaced page. 20 pearl
experience for SJSU students.

WEEKEND TYPING win weekday.
IBM Electric. SI per page,

exp. Call Diane at 2664041

FAST, PROFESSIONAL resumes
design, phototype and print.

SAY

LOS ALTOS/Palo Alto. Selectee II
hieing in my office. 51.75 per

Rate SI.M/pg. Phone 737-1304.

470 S. 1111s: Adults. NO Pets. AEK
Fully
Facilities
Laundry
Furnished Pool 3 bdrm, 2 bath,
1 bdrm, I
Sl9S, 0350 deposit

277-11214.
TERM

Vresumm MOM
Selectric
IBM
w/varleis type balls. Virginia.
727 1035

61.50/pg.

3

Need cash?
Get quick results...
Advertise in the
Spartan Daily
Classifieds

BUY.S(LL,111iADE OR RENT THROUGH THE
AN11.1:11111.111111)

bath, SM. 0305 deposit Call 187

Call Me -

2914794,

Fran Lyon 14001 3534102, after 5

long-stemmed balloons
delivered for Valentine’s Day,

429 5.4th. 210-0531.

STUDENTS

IT

resumes

dozen

354.10%,

04131 212 5565days

NURSING

$IO SO
Lamps from
$141 50
from
springs
and
Mattress
FURNITURE
CORT
S7l.50

2 bath furnished house
Avail from June II to August 15

method.

Tern at 2143444 or 207-3019.

or 2973694, eves.

Own

USED FURNITURE Dinettes trom
11149.56. Sofa/chair sets !mom
from
sets
Bedroom
St69.50

BOR,

Call

Tops.
THAT’S
Experienced tens, for term
Papers. theses, etc Santa Clara
area. Call Tony a, 1042007.

any lime. 51.50 per Page.

research

m

CA112114231.

1040 N. 4111
Wad-Oat.

occasions
business
In.
our specialty

Day/evening

AUTOMOTIVE

1977

information

For

DO

Residence,

7 SOS? 75

SACRIFICE

WE

YOGA

Mori.

1304

or

Campus,

2904794.

Arch,

HOLISTIC
Health
Counseling can help you achieve
maximum performance. Low
1001, 11111 session free. 947-6061.

Sun. 7-9 p.m. 310 S. 3rd. Soda C

ROOM FOR Rent. SIO) Per Mo.
7
Blocks
to
only.
Female

Call

Redd.

Calligraphy

HAVE A "SUNDAE" on Thursday.
The Pledge Class ot Gamma Phi
Cream
Ice
announces their
May 14 at
Social, Thursday

WHY

Scientific

w/Swami
Niranlan. M thru Th, 7-9 p.m.
Lecture, salting. discuSSioa.

deb.

Call

Campus.

business student. Call 716-1559,
HOLISTIC

p.m., 2954975.

types

DISCOUNT
AUTO
Reeler
Fereign/Dernestic. 2 blks from

at 448-23111.

regarding other activities and

2111111/mo., 1st, last, dep. 275-1303.

Club at 2474284 Bahr 3.5 p.M.

ServKe.

TYPING

4, Mareggel.

Free estimate.

workshops, call 217.5943.
W. GLEN. Beautiful I ed. House to
share
w/nig
back
yard

typing

249.0412

for

SECRETS OF Palmistry revealed:
life readings and instruction.

- -TAXES DONE while you wail for
10400 and SOA. Reliable, former

time

log, full -lime pay Eves. and
Sat. Perfect for students. No
exper. needed. Call Carton.

A

available

processing

complete

Cu

PROF.

For the finest award
winning photography. call John

share MI. Marty, 44 pm, AOF.

Part

own

Pica/Elite/Symbol

derstood

2111-7754,
SALESMAN

Autos,

viCe

John Paulson Photography
are expressions of love Soft,
unelegant and universally

PAIF NO-SMOKE, 71111-26A, Furn,
Apt, 2 Illk SJSU. Rant/dip 5104,

Jack Stein, 335.7146.

Coop’

Images by

ROOMS

and information

Peter

LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer,

TO

w/poel in L.O. 5150 mo plus 1/2
ells. 617.50 dep. Greg after 6

Rev

Firnhaber,

SEEKING A Quiet Non,Smoking
Male to eeeee 2 hr. 1 ha apt.

embroidery.
liquid
Crafts instructors wanted. No
investment, we train. Have fun
while you earn. Call Hinel at

One,

Telephone
Our
Use

your

Donna at 265 6543 for fast ser-

man.

and heal 420 5.3rd. 294-5412.

TRI CHEM

as

FIRST CLASS Typing: 51.75 dbl.
spaced pg. 2 blks from Meridian
and
Blossom
Hill
area

religious services, study groups,
social events and counseling at

Call

campus?
Newly
remodeled studios and I bdrm,
w/pool from 0295 including gas

ALASCO.

Palmer

Word

1114.
CHRISTIAN
Center:
Roman Catholic and Protestant
ministries
otter
campus

797-7SM, 11712no MO OM
WALK

332

$21 month. 295-1444

CAMPUS

APT. FOR Rent. UM per me., 000 5.
11th St., 2 Minns, 2 MM. Call

employer
For
morel
listings and info guide, send S4 to

Number.
service

resumes, adve

Services

Sacramento, CA CM.
JOBS IN Alaskat Summer, year
round. High pay, 01041 to 52,000
Parks,
per month All fields
and
Industry
Fisheries,
Oil

A

number

and

board

RENT

message

and
to 560 per week

RAFT trips
For
free brochure call 41 5-015? or
write, R011,osuo Ricer Rafting,

95003

Kitchen,

courtyard

SSO

EASYTYPE TYPING Service
professional
Fast, accurate,

WHITEWATER

Top 40 music, appealing to all
ages. 5 Member band available
now. Call Stuart at 278-1765.

Box 145, NOlualea, Hawaii

96725.

OWN ROOMI I Live in babysitter for
working single mother. Room

call

at at
Church office al 294-4544.
Steve

P.O

HIT N. RUN, Wedding/Party Band

service,

formation guide (plus free lob

1981

THING of beauty Is

DESIRES
Correspondence with nice lady
from San Jose SI Write K’?,

shared, 570 to SIM per week
single 202 S I 1th St. Office, i77
N. 0th. St. Call 096-0323.

SUMMER RAFTING Jobe $1,200 to
provided!
$3,600.
Training

Series

programs, autographs, statues.
QUICK
sports
memorabilia

Great guys and gals
TV.
linen.
Maid

tutor

CHINESE

FRENCHMAN

SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses

Call 946-2259 or 1154-01111

Campus Christi. Center, 100 S

STUDENT

Housing

7500.

SSW
ONE ONLY STERILIZER -Deem,
used. See at RetelvIng, SJSU
Corp Yd.
ONE ONLY SINK W/Dilftwasher-Used, sale ends 4/311, Olds et

SUN FUN Money
Fast growing

No exper
Nat’l

necc

wholesale

CO. needs Several guys and gals
Per summertime help Call 77?
7311

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to
bedroom
house
share
3
Fireplace, laundry. microwave

Lost & Found

receiving.
PUCH MOPED. Eminsite. Masi
Nags. Only 020. Only 244441110.
Maim Dr. 0.. Days 2771829,
Eves. 779-3111.
I SING. Bed, weed frame with 7 ben
spr. matt. 1120, 24.2116 or MO
Mea, ask her Nancy -saIl newt

HELP

WANTED

Sales

fernisle’rnale, part time rnoose
your hours Excellent pay No
exp. necessary C11 A M DON

Help Wanted
CRUISES.
sailing

CLUB Medi rrrrr mean
Needed:
expeditions?
011100
Instructors,

Sports
Personnel. Counselors E
Caribbean. Worldwide.

Sum

met, Career Send ISIS Phis SI
application.
for
handling
to
guide
openings
Wet
nth
CR UISEWOR L D
Aye

Sacramento. CA 931140

LOST? SKIN Dining sear in white
canvass
bag
4/2
Gear
is
mark. Call Steve or Randy at
MI 140i R xwai

Personals
summer lob. apply in Per..
M. Fri IS 52S S Winchester

1C011/11

Two
Days

Three

3 Imes

One
Day
$200

$350

$343

4 lines

$3.50
$420

54 20
$490

’453

5 lines
{Imes

54.90

$5.60

$595

Days

$325

111111111111111
Days

Each
Extra
Day

$455
$475

$420

$.70

$490

$ 70

$545
$615

$5 60

$ 70
$70

Four
Days

Five

$630

SKY DIVE: Our complete first iump
course is 075 group rate. 555 All
instructors
licensed
Falcon

5 ones $3000

Semester Rates: All Issues:
* Mines 545 00 * 15 lines $6090

Phone 277-3175

Parachute School Call 120/1 134
Circle

Camino.

Santa

[litre
F les ible hours
Contact Mrs
Green Inc more into Its 12a

111 I 111/11/ I/11
//I/II/11/1.1_111
Phoni

Address

1544.

El

L11111111111/1/

Print name

Each additional line add’ 8.70

Sled., San Jose.

LOOKING FOR a summer lob?
Permanent part time positions
open tor office help I Russel. S.

&approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line:

Minimum three lines on one day

547-7112

The Winchesier
TOUR GUIDES
Mystery House is now hiring
tour gullies for the summer It
you are loolcing for a unique

Print Your Ad Here:

Ad Rates

a Classification

Announcements
Automolis
TO

PLEDGE MOM Pam Thanss
for tour supper, this se
We love
J
’s

you.

the

Sigma

Chi

For Sale

Rely Wanted

Personals

Musing

Services

Travel

Stereo

Ts ping

I aist

81 Found

City

Day.

Endouichs$

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

*

Deadline Two days poor to publisaition
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ad.s

Classified Desk Located Outside K 207

Tusdev. May 12,1511

Pave
THREE DAYS OF
REGULAR Cl AY-fc,
LEFT, CNE vreEs
OF F
AND
TT5 SUMMERTIME

elES I EEJGoT
’AIL
ARE.
.)0KI5G BRIGHT ALL
’

a4L)CK 13E-CK UM
Congratulat ,0n53
you’re about tO
5penof you’re bummer in
5unny E 5skacir. Report
to A.5 draft board
"rned.ately.

Two SJSU staff
members are collecting
books to send to universities and research centers
in the People’s Republic of
China.

program, the duo hopes to
advance education in the
Chinese country. A similar
drive was conducted last
spring, according to Price
and Sielaff.
The donations will be

LEARN TO FLY

shipped to college libraries
and professors in the
People’s Republic of China

$15 INTRODUCTORY
RIGHT LESSON
CAPEER COUNSELING

Ask about $320
Solo Special
292-7800

For information, call
Sielaff at 277-2100 or Price
at 277-3747.

Marketing Prof. Ted
Sielaff and staff member
Susan Price of Continuing
Education are organizing
the book collection.

0

1

\

Staff collects books

Shannon Aviation
1144 Coleman Ave
San lose 95110

og-

1(\t\’’Y

/1,41lAtk’’

of
Donations
professional
journals,
education
general
magazines or old or
duplicate books can be
dropped off in Business
Tower, room 250.
Through the donation

Arab officers elected
after funding dispute
by Stephanie Villegas
the
of
Members
Organization of Arab
Students last week held an
election of officers that was
originally scheduled for
last fall.
The organization had
not received the $1,115 in
Associated Students funds
it was allocated last
semester for a cultural
event due to a dispute over
who actually represented

spartaguide
The Chemistry Department’s final
seminar will be presented today ad 1:30 in
Duncan Hall, room 505, by Mohammad
Kashefi. Kashefi will speak on "Finding
the activation parameters for the
hydrolysis reaction of penicillamine
acetone adduct hydrochloride."

ALMAS will sponsor a meeting with
the dean of student services today at 2:30
in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call Roger
Lucero at 287-3021 or Susan Houda at 2773522 for more information.

Rabbi Mark Cartun, executive
director of Stanford University Hillel, will
deliver the first Robert E. Levinson
Lecture tonight at 8, in the University
Theater in the Speech and Drama
Building. The topic will be "The Next 2,000
A mixer featuring the work of students Years of Jewish History." A reception will
from Interior and Industrial Design follow.
departments will be held tomorrow from 7
to 10:30 on the second floor of the Art
Building. Call Jami Matanky at 2944369 or
Spartaguide announcements will run
Ralf Schubert at 277-2545 for more inon a space-available basis.
formation,
The Ad Club will hold its election of
officers tomorrow at 2:30 in Journalism
Classroom, room 101. Call Debbi Herath at
988-1346 for more information.

the group.
After the request was
made, other inembers of
the group said the member
making the request was not
actually the president and
did not have the authority
to speak for the entire
organization.
The board decided to
put a hold on the funds until
the dispute was settled.
"One person was
representing us when we
didn’t know what was going
on," said newly -elected
president Ahmed Ehlelem.
"We’re not against activities but it was done
without consulting the rest
of the group."
John
Cognetta,
coordinator of Leisure
Services, Penny Terry,
director of Leasure Services and counselor I,ouie
Barozzi decided the group
should hold the election to
decide who would speak LA
the group.
In addition to Elhelem,
the new officers elected
last week are: Samir
Khouri, vice president,
Mogannam,
Mary
secretary; and Mohammad Kadouora, treasurer.

According to Cognetta,
the election was monitored
by Abdul El Shaieb,
chairman of organization
and management for the
School of Business, to make
sure the bylaws were
followed and it went "very
smoothly."
The funds were unfrozen, but there was a
stipulation
that
$950
allocated by the Intercultural
Steering
Committee
would
be
returned to the A.S.
The organization was
allocated $360 from A.S. to
cover room charges and
security for an Arab
cultural night held Sunday.
The event featured
food, folk dancing, singing
and a movie in the S.U.
Ballroom.
"We want to bring the
Arabs closer together,"
Elhelem said. "We come
from different states of the
country. We have different
governments and it is good
to understand each other.
"It is our goal to create
a better understanding of
the American students and
to introduce them to our
culture."

IS THERE GOLD
III YOUR
FUTURE?
There is
if you complete Air Force Officer Training School When you graduate
from our three-month course you II be ens tied to wear the oold bars of a second lieutenant You II also enjoy the prestige and all the
benefits of an Air Force officer You II work
with professional people in challenging and
rewarding career areas You II gain valuable
Air Force experience Our
experience
equipment is among the best there is And our
employment package is unbeatable Youll
find the gold in your future by contacting your
nearest Air Force recruiter
M.Scr t Joe Kelly
2200 Tulare St
Fresno, 487-5280

/.;
pTfil cg’V
A peal vet, of We

PUT YOUR TEACHER
IN "THE TOWER"
With the evaluation sheet below, rate one of your instructors for
each question listed. Put an "X" through the best answer. Return
the completed sheet to the information desk in the Student Union.
You input will help form the 9th Edition of the TOWER LIST. Copies
of the 8th Edition are still on sale, while supplies last, for $5.95 in
the Spartan Bookstore. We encourage written comments on your
professor. Please put them on a separate piece of paper and staple it
to this sheet.

TOWER LIST EVALUATION
(PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY)
Name of Professor
Course Dept. and No.
Your Expected
Grade

Year in

Your
Major

School
[.cep

City to promote Incomplete work due
small businesses
The San Jose Chamber
in
Commerce,
of
cooperation with the U.S.
Business
Small
Association, has declared
May 11-16 Small Business
Week in San Jose.
One of the goals of the
week is to promote interest
in small businesses in the
downtown core of San Jose.
This includes encouraging
businesses to locate near
the SJSU campus.
The week will feature
daily seminars relating to
the concerns of the small
businessman.
Today’s seminar
begins at 7 a.m, in the
Board Room of the San
Jose Chamber of Commerce. It will focus on the
services and functions of
the Small
Business
Association,
including
efforts to help locate
businesses downtown.
Al Leaman of the

Service Corps of Retired
Executives will speak
along with Don Marvin and
Ron Marcus of the U.S.
Small Business Administration.
Wednesday’s seminar
will outline the procedures
necessary for entering the
world of international
trade.
Thursday will feature
Joseph McCune Wilson,
partner in the law firm of
Sanford, Harmssen and
Wilson. He will discuss
litigation, attorneys and
the courts.
Assemblyman Alister
McAlister, 0-San Jose, will
speak Friday on legislation
facing the small business
conununity.
The week will conclude
with a Saturday workshop
for prospective small
business owners to endowntown
courage
development.

The "I" on the report card does not
symbolize "intelligence," "ingenious" or
"incredible."
It actually stands for "incomplete,"
indicating part of the required coursework
has not been completed, so a grade cannot
be given.
Students who received "incompletes"
on their grade reports for last spring must
turn in the required work by the end of this
semester in order to receive credit for the
course.
It is the student’s responsibility to
make arrangements with the instructor to
complete
the
remaining
course
requirements.
Any student who fails to complete the
work will receive an "F" in the class that
will be averaged into the students’ GPA.
Students may not re-enroll in the course.
Students may petition for an extension
to clear the "incomplete." Petitions are
available in the dean of undergraduate
studies’ office.

"Students should not wait until near
the last day of the semester to turn in the
work needed to remove the incomplete,"
said Brett Melendy, dean of undergraduate studies.

Often faculty are virtually "incommunicado" while finishing grading the
current semester’s papers and
examinations, he said, "and students who
wait until the last minute may well be too
late."

Cleaver speaks
Political activist Eldridge Cleaver will
be the featured speaker at today’s CARP
rally in the S.U. Amphitheatre at noon.
Cleaver will speak again tonight at 7 in
Dailey Auditorium, Admission IS
free.

Questions
Did the, instructor make clear what was
expected of the student?
Was the required work challenging and
engrossing?
Were you encouraged to think in
dependently?
Did the assigned reading and outside work
compliment the material covered in class?
Was the class time used effectively?
Did the tests cover the important aspects
of the course?
Did you feel the work was graded fairly
and carefully ?
Was the instructor interested in the
student and willing to help?
In relation to your other classes, was the
work load in this course Ill light to 161
excessive?
Would you recommend this professor to
Lother students Ill strongly to 161 not at all?

Above

Below

Avg

Avg

2

3

2
2

lional

Good

1

1
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Six

4

5

6

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

6
6
6

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

-4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

end of school

celebration!
0

21740 Granada Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
14081 253.1913

Ultra Light Weight
Non -welded frame
expandablemaintainable
Systems for ALL ages
Engineered for distance
Designed for comfort
Priced for people
Horns. Tart. - Fri. 10-6, Sat. 9:30-5
Open eves Thurs. -Fri. 7:30 p.m.- 10

50 zoff
all sportswear
May11-22
Veit

NO QUANTITY LIMIT

9,M.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SELL YOUR BOOKS

